Recent results by BELLE and BaBar point to the existence of a second X particle decaying in D 0D0 π 0 , a few MeV above the X(3872). We identify the two X states with the neutral particles predicted by the 4-quark model and show that production and decays are consistent with this assignement. We consider the yet-to-beobserved charged partners and give new hints on how to look for them.
The firmest prediction of the four-quark model of X(3872) [1] is the existence of a complex of four related states, two neutrals and two charged: If confirmed, these results would indicate the existence of two different neutral states, X(3872) and X(3876), with a mass difference of the order expected for X u and X d . The available information on the production rates of these two states in B + and B 0 decays is summarized in Table 1 . In this note, we identify the states (2) and (3) with the neutral states in (1), by considering a scheme whereby X u and X d are both generically produced in B + and B 0 decays, but then decay predominantly in disjoint channels. A closer analysis of the decay rates, reported below, leads us to the identification:
Data are still scarce so, not to complicate the analysis, we neglect possible X u,d mixing [1] . We show that the identification (4) leads to a simple relation for the ratios of B 0 to B + rates in the two final states: give BELLE data and BaBar data in the first and second line, respectively. The Belle B 0 /B + ratio is computed from individual rates with errors added in quadrature.
1.05 ± 0.18[2] 1.01 ± 0.25 ± 0.10 [6] 10.7 ± 3.1
− − −− 0.51 ± 0.28 ± 0.07 [6] 17.3 ± 7.0
1.62 ± 0.80 2.23 ± 0.93 ± 0.55 [5] which is satisfied by central values, albeit with still rather large errors. Moreover, we argue that the decay rates expected for tetraquark states satisfy naturally the relations:
which explain why X states are seen in different channels and also account for the relative size of the branching ratios implied by Table 1 . Finally, we comment on the non-observation of X ± in B decays. An improvement by a factor of five on present bounds would test conclusively our scheme and a search for
The only seemingly counter intuitive feature of the assignment (4) is the ordering of X u and X d masses. Being the down quark heavier than the up quark, we could expect X d to be the heaviest particle. However, this argument neglects the electrostatic interactions inside the diquarks, which would be repulsive for X u and attractive for X d and could change the ordering of the states for configurations with closely packed diquarks. At the moment we are unable to go beyond this qualitative statement and have to defer the problem to further study.
The absence of a visible structure in the mass distribution of J/ψπ + π − [2] led us previously to suggest [1] an interference of the weak amplitudes in B decays such that one of the neutral mass states (1) would appear in B + and the other in B 0 decays. This prediction has not been supported by subsequent studies that showed that the states decaying in D 0D0 π 0 in both B 0 and B + have the same mass within errors [5] . The situation is less clear for the state decaying in J/ψπ + π − [6] , but still not incompatible with the states in B 0 and B + decay being the same one. However, the assumption made implicitly in [1] , that X u and X d would decay in J/ψπ + π − with similar branching ratios is not justified and the earlier scheme is superseded by the one presented here.
We analyse B non leptonic decay amplitudes under the hypothesis (4). In quark language, the allowed weak transition for B + , is:b
(spectator quark in parenthesis). We allow for the creation of an additionalpair from vacuum, to obtain the K + + X state. There are two independent amplitudes [1] , which correspond to make the K + by joinings either to the spectator or to the u quark from the sea. Denoting by A and B the two amplitudes, one finds:
We have used the ∆I = 0 selection rule obeyed by (7) to relate B + and B 0 decays. One easily finds the result anticipated in Eq. (5):
A glance at Table 1 shows that Eq. (5) is remarkably satisfied by the central values of the B 0 to B + rate ratios. Within still large errors, the two X particles (2) and (3) look indeed like being related to each other by the exchange u ↔ d.
The B 0 to B + rate ratio for one decay mode fixes the amplitude ratio B/A, up to a twofold ambiguity:
Finally, from the previous relation and Table 1 , we can determine the ratio of branching ratios:
that is:
We turn now to consider the decay rates of X u,d . These are expected to be made by two, non interfering, components: (i) annihilation into gluons leading to multihadron, uncharmed, states and (ii) quark rearrangement [1, 7] , leading to charmonium containing or to charmed pair states.
For the quantum numbers J P C =1 ++ , one needs annihilation into more than two gluons. The corresponding rate should be very similar to the decay rate of the P-wave, 1 ++ , charmonium [3] :
One could also consider the annihilation of the cc pair in lowest order, leading to X→ gg + qq. However, it is easily seen that the cc pair is in J=1 [1, 8] and it cannot annihilate into two gluons. More gluons lead again to the previous estimate: 1 MeV sets the scale of the background, multihadronic, decays of X u,d .
Quark rearrangement goes via a tunneling process, whereby an X meson turns into a pair of colorless mesons with the same quark flavors [1, 7] . Transitions to ψV , V=ρ, ω, give rise to ψ2π and ψ3π decays, transitions tō D * D andDD * give rise to DDπ decays. If annihilation is small, as indicated by the small width (12), quark flavors cannot be changed, i.e. uū ↔ dd is suppressed: the prominent decay of X(3876) in D 0D * 0 identifies this particle as X u . Note that the successful relation (5) would be consistent also with X u being the lightest state.
We describe these transitions with the effective couplings:
(and similar formulae for X d ). In the r.h.s. we give explicitly the non-relativistic limit, for comparison with [1] . Each decay is determined by one phenomenological coupling, λ, with dimension of mass. Individual rates to the final state f are written as:
The reduced rates, γ(f ), are computed from the appropriate Feynman diagrams with V or D * exchange, e.g. 
We report in Table 2 the reduced rates of representative channels. The drop of the X(3872) rate in D 0D0 π 0 with respect to X(3876) is due to the drastic reduction of phase space. The channels
+ are forbidden for X(3872) and heavily suppressed for X(3876), we report only the first one which has the largest phase space.
To get the pattern of X u decays, we have to consider the relation between λ J/ψρ and λ DD * . We make two requirements: (i) the X u signal in the J/ψπ + π − channel should be less than 1/3 of the X d signal, since a double structure is not observed, (ii) the rate of X u → D 0D0 π 0 should be less than the experimental resolution of about 3 MeV. Using (8), we obtain:
Using the results in Table 2 together with (11), we find:
The change of a diquark-antidiquark into two colorlesspairs implies a flip between two configurations of the color strings: (i) a connected, H-shaped, color string, with the cu quarks on one side andcū on the other side of the H, and (ii) two disconnected color strings, each joining a quark to an antiquark. The transition is non-perturbative and it may depend in a crucial way upon the masses of the quarks that have to flip, overcoming the barrier which is between the two configurations. In X u,d → J/ψρ, the c quark has to flip, while it is the light quark in X u,d → DD * . Thus it is not surprising to see that the former transition is suppressed with respect to the latter, Eq. (17), due to the heavier mass of the c quark. The suppression more than counterbalances the larger reduced rate for the J/ψ2π mode in Table 2 , justifying the first line of (6) . The suppression of λ J/ψρ brings the corresponding rate for X u,d , Eq. (18), well below the pure annihilation processes, Eq. (12).
By quark flavor conservation,
, is suppressed twice because it involves uū ↔ dd transition and because of the small reduced rate, Table 2 . We conclude that J/ψ2π is the prominent quark rearrangement decay channel for X d , second line of (6) .
Finally, we consider the yet unobserved X ± . Experimental bounds have been reported in [9] (90% confidence limits): 
Using the most unfavorable solution in (10), the most stringent bound is obtained from the second line of (19), to An improvement by a factor of five on the bounds (19) could test conclusively our scheme and a search for
